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MESSAGE FROM MANAGEMENT
Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju is a Trustee and Chairman of the

Governing Council of Atria Institute of Technology. He is a
Director of Atria Power Corporation; the company is in to
Hydro, Wind and Solar power generation. He started Atria
Convergence Technology; a leader in broadband ISP
services across the country. Mr Sunder Raju has been
involved in various activities that have contributed to the
social capital. Mr. Sunder Raju was appointed to the Prime
Ministers council for skill development. Mr. Sunder Raju’s
contribution to Karnataka State Lawn Tennis Association
(KSLTA) as Secretary is recognized nationally.
He believes the next generation of learning experience has to be created beyond the
classic classroom instruction formats. We have to not only nurture their curiosity but also
inculcate the rigor and skills of framing a problem, finding resources, creating solutions,
communicating, and galvanizing opinion. We need to revisit the evaluation process in a
way that the learner can truly assess her own maturity and proficiency by going beyond
scores in exams and one-off projects. The goal is to empower citizens of tomorrow to
navigate the fast-paced disruptions the future portends. Most importantly, we are
committed to fostering a tribe united by mindsets and beliefs that can go out, navigate,
and change tomorrow’s world for the better, on their own terms. The strategic
Development plan would act as a guiding document for the next five years and help in
gearing up the institution towards delivering high-quality technical and management
education thereby earning recognition among its peers as the premier technical and
management institution. We will provide our students with the necessary expertise to
groom them to be innovative thinkers, leaders, and entrepreneurs. We believe that by
continuing to be at the forefront of engineering and management education, the institute
will be able to improve its national ranking. Distilled to its core, the underlying theme is
‘learning to learn, 24/7 and 365 days a year, at the student’s choosing.
- Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju
Our institution is committed to its vision and
creating an outstanding academic environment
through imparting objective oriented education,
dedicated faculty members, research-oriented
programs, along with excellent infrastructure. The
students are always encouraged to participate in
extra
co-curricular
activities.
This
brings
confidence in everyone to train the students
towards excellence. We believe in emphasizing
more on Student Centric Learning.
-Dr. T N Sreenivasa
Principal
Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Message From Head of
Department
Welcome to the Department of Electronics and
Communication Engineering (ECE) at Atria Institute of
Technology, Bengaluru. We started our journey in the year
2000. The ECE Department offers Bachelor in Engineering,
in Electronics and Communication Engineering and Masters
in Technology, in Digital Electronics & Communication. Over
the last two decades, the ECE Department has recorded a
consistent improvement in its academic, research and
placement performance. It offers a range of add-on
programs to meet the changing requirement of the industry
and to meet the needs of major stakeholders. We believe
that our students have been well accepted in their job
profiles and have consistently exceeded expectations of the
corporate world. Our students learn and be equipped for a
career in the Interdisciplinary Digital Economy of tomorrow,
incorporating in-demand skills like the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine
Learning (ML), Robotics, Very Large-Scale Integrated Devices, Nano Electronics, Wireless Networks etc.
The department has well qualified and experienced faculty from reputed institutes. Department is
equipped with multiple laboratories under the VTU curriculum for the practical exposure of the
Electronics and Communication Engineering branch. A dedicated group of faculties train students as per
the industry requirements like VLSI, Embedded, Signal Processing and Communication. The Centre of
Excellence (CoE) for the Internet of Things (IoT) is available for students to explore their creative minds,
develop solutions on Industrial IoT Gateway, Self-sustainable Hydroponics Monitoring Systems, Smart
Campus Solutions, etc. The students are also encouraged and supported for the preparation for
GATE/GRE/PSUs examinations other than their routine studies. The department has a close networking
relationship with professional bodies such as IEEE, IETE, ISTE and experts from leading institution to
excel their knowledge to our department students in the various emerging fields of electronics and
communication engineering. In the future, the department plans to extend its research into new areas like
Biomedical Signal and Image Processing and Smart Devices.
“The focus of the department is to provide a better campus-based educational experience to the
students for developing their learning interest and critical thinking to increase competencies in
them."

Dr. Arun Balodi
SM’IEEE, F’IETE, LM’ISTE
PhD. Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee,
M. Tech. (Gold Medalist)
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THE HIDDEN GEMS
Kamala Sohonie was born in 1912 in Indore, Madhya
Pradesh, India. Her father, Narayanarao Bhagvat, was a
chemist. Kamala graduated in 1933 with a B.Sc degree in
chemistry (principal) and physics (subsidiary) from
Bombay University. She then applied to the Indian
Institute of Science for a research fellowship, but her
application was turned down by the then Director Prof. C
V Raman on the grounds that women were not competent
enough to pursue research. After some persuasion, she
was granted admission at the IISc, the first woman to be
admitted, on the condition that she would be on
probation during the first year of her research. While
Kamala Bhagvat was not the first Indian woman to get a
PhD in the sciences- E.K.Janaki Amma (who became
Director General of the Botanical Survey of India) got her
PhD in 1930 while Kamala Bhagvat got her degree in the
late 30s. However, she was the first Indian woman to get a
PhD in the sciences at a British university.
Kamala agreed to Prof. C.V Raman's conditions and
started to work at IISc in 1933. Her mentor was Sri.
Srinivasayya. Prof. Raman was impressed by her
performance and gave her permission to pursue further
research. She worked on proteins present in food items,
and the research earned her an M.Sc degree in
biochemistry. She was invited to Cambridge University to
work under Dr. Derek Richter in the Frederick G. Hopkins
laboratory. She then worked under Dr. Robin Hill, and
discovered the cellular enzyme cytochrome. She earned a
PhD degree from the Cambridge University for her studies
on cytochrome c. Her research findings were very short,
which consisted of only 40 pages. She returned to India in
1939. She was appointed as the Professor and Head of
biochemistry department at Lady Hardinge Medical
College in New Delhi. Later, she worked at the Nutrition
Research Lab, Koonoor. After marrying Mr. M.V Sohonie in
1947, she moved to Mumbai. She joined the Royal
Institute of Science in Bombay as the professor of
biochemistry department. At the institute, she worked on
the nutritional aspect of legumes. She was presented with
the Rashtrapati Award for her work on the drink 'Neera'
which is an important food for malnourished children.

Kamala SOHONIE

Source: Wikipedia

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Evolution of Packet-Optical Core
Networks
RAMESH N
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ECE DEPT.

Almost every day, headlines in the communications media highlight the phenomenal growth in data
traffic that networks across the world are experiencing. The vast majority of this growth is being driven by
bandwidth- hungry IP/Ethernet applications in both private and corporate users. These applications
include VPN services, SAN networks, Internet browsing, peer-to-peer video distribution, IPTV and video
on demand. As opposed to the Internet and data applications of the past which required only best effort
traffic, these new real-time services require not only high bandwidth, but also high availability, low
latency, no jitter and high Quality of Service (QoS).As we present the growth of the number of internet
users at the same time we need high-speed networks to connect multiple locations between users.
Internet Protocol over DWDM is a concept of sending data packets over an optical layer using DWDM for
its capacity and other operations. In the modern day world, the optical layer has been supplemented with
more functionality, which were once in higher layers. With the recent developments in dense
wavelength-division multiplexing technology, all optical networks offer an almost unlimited potential for
bandwidth. Research is ongoing to introduce more intelligence in the control plane of the optical
transport system, which will make them more survivable, flexible, controllable and open for traffic
engineering. One approach for sending IP traffic on DWDM(dense wave length division multiplexing)
networks would use a multi-layered architecture comprising of IP/MPLS over ATM over SONET/SDH over
DWDM layer. Let’s visit a typical service provider’s core network, looking down the protocol stack from
the IP layer to the DWDM layer.
The IP layer comprises two distinct sets of functionality: Provider Edge (PE) routing and the simpler
Provider (P) routing. PE routing supports IP services from client routers, be they from the same provider or
peered with external users, clients, or providers. PE routers support a wide range of routing protocols,
including Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Intermediate System to
Intermediate System (IS–IS), and a rich set of Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) functions supporting
services such as Layer 3 virtual private networks (VPNs) and virtual private LAN services (VPLS).At the
same time, a service provider’s core IP network supports P routing, typically in the context of MPLSenabled router networks. The P routers connect to one or more PE routers, and primarily act as an MPLS
label-switch router (LSR), responsible for switching the labels used to route packets at intermediate passthrough router nodes toward their eventual destinations. Most IP networks, core routers are typically
connected to two to four other core routers in a sparse network topology, using the highest- speed router
interfaces, which ideally provide the lowest cost per bit. The industry has seen router interfaces progress
through SONET/SDH speeds of 2.5, 10, 40 Gbps and 100 Gbps and more recently to 100-Gigabit Ethernet
(100GbE) and 1000GbE to leverage the improved economics of Ethernet WAN protocols.
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cont.
A packet will typically traverse multiple intermediate routers (usually called “hops”) between its
source and destination. Thus a large proportion of packets at any router may simply be transiting
through that node, requiring only MPLS switching but using instead an expensive feature-rich PE
card across many more router hops than ideally required. Meanwhile, the DWDM network
underlying the IP network serves two roles. First, it acts as a server layer, providing interconnection
between IP network core routers over long-haul distances. Second, the DWDM layer offers
multiservice transport, supporting a wide range of services, including SONET/SDH, wholesale
wavelength, storage area network, Carrier Ethernet, and others that originate from a platform other
than a router. In many cases, the transport layer includes a digital switching layer, historically
SONET/SDH but evolving toward Optical Transport Network (OTN) switching, to provide
multiservice service restoration, reconfiguration, and remote provisioning. A typical core network
architecture is shown in figure 1a and 1b. Given the typical core packet-optical-network
architecture, opportunities for reducing total network cost of ownership can be narrowed to three
main areas:
_ _ Reducing interconnections between the IP and DWDM layers and the associated
interfaces in each layer.
_ _ Reducing the number of intermediate router hops, especially if these hops occur
using fully
featured – and thus generally more expensive – core routers built with . PE capabilities.
_ _ Reducing the number of router ports used in general, whether in PE or P routers.
One simplistic architecture proposed for packet-optical convergence is IP over DWDM
(IPoDWDM), which targets reducing the interconnections between the IP and DWDM layers by
moving the colored
DWDM interfaces directly into the router. Thus core routers connect over a wavelength-switched
network
with no intermediate OTN switching layer and no changes to the IP network connectivity or
topology.
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सुभा षता न
(Sanskrit quotations)

SHALINI V
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ECE DEPT.

अलस य कुतो व ा
अ व य कुतो धनम्
अधन य कुतो म म
अ म य कुतो सुखम्`

(The lazy one will not get education
The uneducated one will not acquire wealth
The poor one will not have friends
And without friends there is no happiness)
------------------------------------------------------------व ा ददा त वनयम
वनयाद या त पा तम
पा वाद धनम आपनो त
धनाद् धम तत: सुखम
(Education and knowledge beget humility
With humility one gains ability
With ability comes wealth
And with wealth one can find happiness)

--------------------------------------------------------------sh
अपूव: कोs प कोशोs म व ते तव भार त
तो वृ द माया त यामाया त संचायत
(Amazing is the treasure of the goddess saraswati
If it is spent, the treasure increases and if it is hoarded, it decreases
this means knowledge should always be shared)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------न भूषंणं च ो नाीराणां भूषणं प तः
पृ वया भूषणं राजा वदया सवॅ य भूषणं
(The ornament of the stars is the moon,
The ornament of a married woman is her husband,
The ornament of the earth is the king and knowledge is everyone’s ornament)

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Art work

Sagarika | 2nd Year

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Darshan | 1st Year

Aruna | 1st Year

Pranav | 1st Year
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Jeerusha | 1st Year

Dilip | 1st Year

Athulya | 1st Year

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Wish or Want? Choice is yours.
Wish you could do
What you want
wish you could go
where you want
Wish you could
lead a life as you
want
Wish you could
travel as far as
you want
Wish you could
stay with whom you
want
Wish you could
spend as much as
you want
Wish you could
fulfil all your
dreams as you want
Wish you could be
a person how you
dreamt
...... but .....
At last all is
just a wish and
want......it
depends on us
how we carry out
through our
life ... Just
work for
it ..stay happy
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Bindu M.S, currently a first-year student from the department of ECE, Atria Institute of Technology
represented the state of Karnataka in Kabaddi. Kabaddi is one of the most popular sports in India. India
has taken part in four Asian Games in Kabaddi and won gold in all of them. Bindu has participated in a
number of Kabaddi tournaments. She represented Karnataka in the “27th Sub Junior Nationals Kabaddi
Championship 2015 for boys and girls” held at Lal Bahadur Stadium, Hyderabad. Bindu participated in
the “Karnataka State Olympic Games – 2017” that took place in Hubli from 3rd to 10th February 2017 and
secured the second position with a sparkling silver medal. Recently in 2019, she had another proud
achievement when she represented “The Visvesvaraya Technological University(VTU), Belagavi, in South
Zone/ All India Inter-University Tournament/ Competition” of Kabaddi for Women which was held in Vel
Tech RDS IT University, Chennai from 3rd to 6th October, 2019.

Sreekanth M got a winning Medal and Certificate from
Taekwondo Federation of India (TSFI)for Korean Karate which was
conducted in Jalandhar, Punjab state. He was the 5th national
championship player in the year 2017 under 60kg category and
secured the 3rd position.
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Induction Program
(BATCH OF 2018)
Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU) introduced the concept of holding a 2-week long Induction
Program for first-year students in the year 2018, in order to introduce them to the technical world, by
conducting various workshops and fun-filled activities.
Here’s a list of the few main activities that were included in the Induction Program:
1) World – View: The topic that was mainly focused upon during this activity was “Perception” and its
importance was demonstrated to the students by giving them real-world examples and by involving them
in solving Scenario-based problems. The students also got a chance to develop good marketing and
enterprising skills by advertising the culture and tourism of different Indian states. In order to get them
familiarized with their campus, students were divided into teams and sent on a scavenger hunt.
2) Music and Math: A group of music and dance artists presided over this session and taught the students
about the math involved in the composition of different kinds of music. The students also got a chance to
showcase their music and dance skills.
3) Solutions for various worldly problems: towards the end of the program, students were divided into
teams and were given commonly observed issues like atmospheric pollution, traffic management in India,
Drug abuse, etc, and were asked to provide a feasible solution in the form of a presentation. Three teams
with the best idea and presentation won a cash prize on the final day.
A few other technical events like workshops on the basics of Cloud Computing and scratch
Programming, and non-technical events like Karate, Self-defense, an engaging game of Kahoot!, and a
Bonfire night were also organized.
On the whole, the induction program proved to be very interesting and beneficial to every student, as it,
not only piqued up their interest and got them excited about studying engineering, but also helped them
realize, at the end of the day, that there’s more to it than what is taught in the textbooks.

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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, Atria’s very own tech fest. But don't let the word “tech”
fool you, even though the theme of our fest is technology and the latest trends of the
tech world, it’s still a “fest”, During every odd semester, the students of Atria participate
in interesting and fun quizzes, treasure hunts filled with crafty clues and even techinfused mukhbangs, yes, that’s right, the participant had to eat one golguppa per right
answer, it wasn’t just a fight to see who got the most right answers, but also a fight to
see who could down the most no. of golguppas!

It’s filled with so many more such fun events, so if you’re a fresher that’s considering
Atria, look forward to a lot of exciting cultural and if you’re a fellow Atrian, then hopefully,
you are looking back at the wonderful bonds and memories you made during DEXTRIX
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one WEEK event
One Week workshop on IoT, Python and Data Analytics
The department of Electronics and Communication Engineering conducted a One week workshop on
IOT, Python and Data Analytics from 18th - 24th July, 2018. The workshop mainly focused on topics
like Basics of IoT, Python Programming language, Development of REST APIs, Data Analytics + Intro
to AI and these topics were presided over by well-experienced lecturers.
The head speakers of this workshop were Mr. Satish Kumar and Prof. Sufiyan Aslam. Mr. Satish
Kumar is an Engineering prodigy, whose passion for Information Security has made him choose to
work as a full-time Security Researcher and Pentester.
Prof. Sufiyan Kaki Aslam is an adjunct Assistant Professor & Coe In-charge of the Dept of ECE of Atria
Institute of Technology
The main objective of this workshop was to prepare the faculty with respect to the latest wave of
technology in the domain of IoT, not only by building the IoT devices, but also by equipping them
with practical knowledge of how the huge amount of sensor data can be processed and analysed
using Python and Data Analytics algorithms.

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Default Entity Paradox
It was a hot summer classroom scenario. All my classmates were restless, tired, and bored of the afternoon
("just after lunch") class. The faculty was having a tough time controlling the noisy crowd, and she said,
“I know how to “create silence” in the class, the next person I see talking will be sent to HOD". Thanks to her
English, a bright idea flashed in my mind- "To invent a device that could create silence".
Silence is the absence of sound. It is a default entity in the universe. That is, when there is no source that
creates sound, the universe is by default silent. I was very much fascinated with the idea of designing a
machine for “Silence”, but I could not, due to complexity. Now, me being in the profession of teaching, how
much I wished that I should have tried harder so that I could have used it for my classes.
One day in my Optical Communication Class, I started sharing the idea of “creating silence” with my
students. There is currently much successful software involved in voice cancellation from an audio file. But
real-time sound cancellation system is still far away from reality. My proposal was to design a system that can
predict speech and cancel it out instantaneously. So, when a person speaks, it cancels out and nobody
hears anything. Although the students didn't make much sense out of it, I always felt that it was a Nobel Prize
worth concept.
On a similar note, our class discussion shifted from the 'creation of silence' to the 'creation of darkness'. What
if, we could cancel out the light? Imagine a source or a machine that could actually produce darkness.
Students were confused. One said, "Sir, we can create darkness by blocking all the light from entering, say, a
room". I gave a disagreement nod and repeated, "A SOURCE THAT CAN PRODUCE DARKNESS THE WAY A
BULB PRODUCES LIGHT". Students started to freak out. One of them said that it sounds so evil. Maybe
another Nobel Prize worth concept.
If there was no sun or stars, there would have been only darkness. It is ironic that it is difficult to have a
system that can produce default entities like silence and darkness, or PARADOXICAL. Hope in our loud and
bright future somebody invents a system of silence and darkness. Also, I believe research on default entities
may give us a better understanding of our inconceivable universe, its origin, and its composition.
After the class, one of the “nerds” who was actually inspired, came to me and said, "Sir, what about a

machine that can produce emptiness?"

Vinay Jha Pillai
Btech 2009 Passout from Atria Institute of
Technology (Dept of ECE)
Presently working as Assistant Professor,
School of Engineering and
Technology, CHRIST (Deemed to be
University), Bangalore.
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ALUMNI TALK

Mr Navneet is an Alumnus of Atria institute of technology,
who graduated in the year 2016. He is now a commissioned
officer of the Indian army. Since the Alumni of E&C
department were invited to visit their Alma Mater and
requested to address the students, he visited on 19
September 2019 and addressed all the third semester
students about the "OPPORTUNITIES IN INDIAN ARMY".
He gave the students an overview of selection process and tips to tackle the entrance process. He even
shared some of his experiences with them and they were very much delighted to interact with him. All in
all, it was a moment of pride to witness a boy, who had, once, sat in the same classroom that we are in
now, reach a level where he could serve and fight for our country with utmost bravery!
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Department of ECE
VISION

To become a pioneer in developing competent professionals with societal and ethical
values through transformational learning and interdisciplinary research in the field of
Electronics and Communication Engineering.
MISSION

The department of Electronics and Communication is committed to:
M1: Offer quality¬ technical education through experiential learning to produce

competent engineering professionals.
M2: Encourage a culture of innovation and multidisciplinary research in collaboration

with industries/universities.
M3: Develop interpersonal, intrapersonal, entrepreneurial, and communication skills

among students to enhance their employability.
M4: Create a congenial environment for the faculty and students to achieve their

desired goals and to serve society by upholding ethical values.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO's)

Upon completion of the program, graduates will be able to:
PEO1: Tackle complex engineering problems with the sound knowledge of electronics

and communication engineering.
PEO2: Utilize their knowledge and skills to develop solutions in multi-disciplinary

environments through collaborative research.
PEO 3: Inculcate effective communication skills, teamwork, and leadership for a

successful career in industry and academia.
PEO4: Exhibit professional ethics and social awareness in their professional career and

engage in lifelong learning.
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PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO's)

Engineering Graduates will be able to:
PSO1

Apply the knowledge of leading-edge hardware and software tools to solve problems in
the area of Embedded Systems, VLSI, and IoT.
PSO2

Apply the concepts of Signal and Image Processing to solve problems in communication
systems.

STUDY LINKS
NPTEL - www.nptel.ac.in
COURSERA - www.coursera.org/in
UDEMY - www.udemy.com
LINKDEN - www.linkedin.com
edX - www.edx.org
NAUKRI - www.naukri.com
KHAN ACADEMY - www.khanacademy.org
INTERSHALA - www.internshala.com
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FACULTY EDITORS

SUFIAN KAKI ALSAM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PRACTICE

DR. ARUN BALODI
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT

MRS. SHALINI VASHISHTHA
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
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Reach Us At

www.atria.edu
70 9032 9032
Atria IT Dept. of ECE

DISCLAIMER
This magazine is designed solely for informational purposes and an insight into
the department. While we take a lot of care to ensure getting the right
information, news, content however the magazine team assumes no
responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of the
magazine.
In the year 2019, the Electronics and Communication Department Magazine,
Sem Digest, was digitized for the first time.
All the student and faculty, technical and non-technical articles, blogs, published
papers, artwork photography were restructured and designed to fit the digital
version.
Our student and faculty editorial team carefully curated every part of this
magazine under the digital copy

